
In May 2019, NLSP opened 29 new Eviction Prevention cases under the Civil Legal Counsel Projects

Program.

Rent Abatements

Ms. H and her elderly mother have lived with serious housing conditions for several years. She withheld

rent in an effort to get her landlord to make repairs, and her landlord sued her for non-payment. We

represented her in the non-payment suit and, after a three day Bell hearing, successfully got her protective

order reduced by 40%. After three rounds of mediation, we got Ms. H everything she wanted: repairs, mold

remediation, and an abatement of the entirety of her outstanding rent, $15,000.

Building-Wide Representation

In March 2019, five residents of 1454 Irving St NW started a rent strike. Most are elderly immigrants from

Central America and the Caribbean, and all have lived in the building for decades. As Columbia Heights

has transformed around them, their living conditions have gotten worse: tenants live with leaking pipes,

cracks in the walls, sagging roofs, and no heat in the winter. They began working with organizers at the

Latino Economic Development Center (LEDC) in the fall to demand better conditions. Instead of making

repairs, their landlord sued for non-payment of rent in May.

The day before the tenants’ initial hearing, two attorneys and a paralegal went to the building to conduct on-

site intake interviews, fill out IFPs, and draft answers for the next day’s hearing. At that hearing, we moved

to dismiss all five cases due to defective service. While the cases were not dismissed, they were all moved

to July, giving us time to assemble a concrete list of housing code violations in each unit, prepare defenses,

and prepare motions to get the repairs these tenants are entitled to.

Stopped Evictions

Ms. M lives in public housing with her seven minor children. She entered a consent judgement agreement

with DCHA in 2016, which she did not comply with. DCHA was granted a redeemable judgement followed

by a writ for eviction. We assisted her by obtaining an ERAP referral. Five days before the eviction was

scheduled, Ms. M received confirmation that she would receive the funds necessary to pay the redeemable

judgement. We then assisted Ms. M with getting the writ stayed until ERAP funds reached her landlord.

She and her seven children avoided eviction and homelessness. They can stay in their home for the

foreseeable future.
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In order to connect with tenants across the city who need representation, we’ve developed a new system for

referrals. Legal service providers like Bread for the City and Law Students in Court send us referrals for

clients they aren’t able to offer extended representation to; Housing Counseling Services and Latino

Economic Development Center connect us to clients in need of legal advice. We have also formed a new

partnership with Stomp Out Slumlords, a community organizing group that canvasses tenants facing

eviction. In May alone, we received a total of 14 referrals, from 7 different organizations. Below are some of

our success stories.

Expanded Referral System


